
7th January 2022
Dear Sir or Madam,

I am writing to you to object to Rhoscrowther Wind Farm, reference number DNS/3261355.

I am concerned about the detrimental impact the wind farm could have on the local area, which
includes the Pembrokeshire Coast National Park, and in particular on my own tourism business as well
as other tourism businesses in the area. I run a family farm which diversified into tourism many years
ago and my home and campsite are located within the Pembrokeshire Coast National Park. I am not
only concerned about the visual impact the wind farm will have on residents and visitors to the area but
I am also concerned about the effect it will have on the tv signal to my home, my tourism
accommodation and my campsite and the effect the turbines’ noise will have on them as well.
Regarding the potential noise and tv disruption I will explain about this further on in my letter.
Many people visit the area regularly throughout each year, along with many who are visiting for the first
time. Since the Covid pandemic began there has been a big increase in staycations and a huge
increase in visitors to the National Parks in Wales, which has been reported in numerous media articles
and reports. People appreciate reconnecting with nature and the outdoors more than ever now and
Rhoscrowther wind farm will alter the views from and to the National Park over a wide area and affect
the visitors' experience of this wild and undeveloped peninsula. Since the previous refused proposals
the developers are now seeking permission to increase their generating capacity by the relatively small
amount of 400kW but by increasing the height of the turbines by more than a third. The impact caused
by the movement of the three turbines, with their 9 very long blades, will be very different from the static
refinery chimneys. The B4320 road to Angle and the B4319 road to Castlemartin have been recognised
in previous planning reports as tourist routes and the wind turbines will be visible for long stretches
along both of these roads and seen in most of those views as being separate from the refinery. The
refinery appears as a compact feature from these routes, with much of it’s bulk relatively low lying and
with only the stacks, which are static, visible from many places. The turbines have the opposite effect
with their moving bulk being at the top of their static towers. When you also take into account the effect
of perspective the turbines will appear taller than the refinery stacks from large parts of both of these
roads, an effect that was apparent when Rhoscrowther windfarm’s meteorological mast
(Pembrokeshire County Council Planning ref:12/0709/PA) was in place. The mast was 70m tall but from
long stretches of the B4320, due to the effect of perspective, it appeared as tall as the refinery flare
stacks. This effect was something that was highlighted to the Inspector on previous site visits for
Rhoscrowther wind farm, and these turbines will be almost twice the height of the 70m met mast. The
effect of perspective is also apparent in the developers own documents submitted for this application.
On the cover photo for their Pre-Application Consultation Report the photo is taken from within the
National Park looking over the National Park and towards the wind farm. In this photo the wind turbines
appear to look as tall as the refinery chimneys. The same photo also shows how compact the chimneys
of the refinery appear and it shows that the wind turbines would stretch out the distance currently
covered by tall vertical features on the skyline. In my opinion the turbines will affect the tranquility,
atmosphere and undeveloped character of Kilpaison Bay and Angle’s peaceful peninsula in general. A
number of wind turbine applications on the Angle Peninsula, all of which had a lower blade tip height
than the Rhoscrowther wind farm turbines, have been refused permission in the past.
There were a significant number of objections to the previous Rhoscrowther wind farm planning
applications including objections from the Pembrokeshire Coast National Park Authority, the Campaign
for the Protection of Rural Wales, Angle Community Council and the Friends of the Pembrokeshire
Coast National Park, who each represent the views of a large number of people. In particular an
objection by the National Trust highlighted the potential negative impact that the wind farm could have
on the area and it’s tourists, and therefore my campsite, as it states the wind farm would affect the
Trust’s estate at Gupton near Freshwater West. Whilst I appreciate that this is a new application by
Rhoscrowther wind farm it has many similarities to their previous proposal, they refer to it as being



similar to their previous proposal and they use much of the same data in their current application as
they did in their previous one. Therefore I feel similarities can also be drawn between the objections to
their previous proposal and reasons for once again objecting to this similar windfarm. Turbines 1, 2 and
3 of this application are on more or less the same spots as turbines 1, 2 and 3 of the previous five
turbine scheme and the previous four turbine scheme, both of which were refused because of their
detrimental impact on the landscape and heritage of the area. I feel the same, or even greater,
detriment will be caused by this current proposal because the turbines will be 35 metres taller and have
a larger blade-swept area.

As I mentioned at the beginning of this letter I am also very concerned about the impact the
development will clearly have on the tv signal at the properties at Newton and at my campsite. As the
turbines appear to be in almost identical places as before, and situated between the Preseli transmitter
and my home and campsite, it is almost inevitable that the disruption to the tv signal from the now even
taller wind turbines would be the same, if not even greater, than the disruption the developers identified
before. The developers have identified disruption to the tv signal at the properties at Newton in this
current application as shown in Appendix 11.2 - Television Desk Study Assessment, in the
Environmental Statement Volume III: Technical Appendices. On page 24, table 7 shows that there will
be interference at Newton and on page 28, 8.1 conclusions it states that “the results have shown that
dwellings in the village of Rhoscrowther, Newton and Angle may experience interference if a signal
from the Greenhill or Preseli transmitters is received”. The properties at Newton receive their signal
from the Preseli transmitter, as do many of the visitors to my campsite, therefore we are likely to
experience disruption as identified in the developer’s Television Desk Study Assessment mentioned
above. I am also concerned about the potential noise impact from these larger turbines. Concerns
about the noise impact and noise monitoring were raised in submissions at the previous stages of
planning, at appeal and discussed at the appeal hearings. There were a wide variety of concerns not
just from myself but from others and from the residents of Wallaston Green about problems relating to
the noise monitoring. As the developers are using the same noise monitoring data for this proposal as
they did for the previous proposal I feel the same problems are relevant now. The issues of tv
disruption and noise disturbance were discussed at both of the previous appeal inquiries for
Rhoscrowther wind farm and appropriate conditions of planning were agreed upon by the parties
involved. These conditions appeared in the previous Inspector’s report (APP/N6845/A/15/3025045) and
very similar conditions were agreed at the 2015 inquiry. After discussions at the first appeal inquiry a
lower level of permitted noise emissions from the wind turbines (35dB) was agreed on with the
developers than the level originally stated, and this alleviated many of the concerns people had raised.
The same figure (35dB) was also agreed upon with the developer during the second inquiry. I would
like to draw your attention to this in the following part of one of the conditions on noise, and I have
highlighted the figure of 35dB in yellow (I have attached the full paragraph at the end of this letter):

the level of noise emissions from the wind turbines
hereby permitted shall not exceed:
at any dwelling without a financial interest in the scheme, the greater of 35dB
L90,10min or 5dB above the LA90 background noise level

Agreements with the developer at the first inquiry regarding tv signal at my campsite (and others) were
also made and I would like to draw your attention to the the following part of one of the conditions on tv
signal which covers this, especially the wording I have highlighted in yellow (I have attached the full
paragraph at the end of this letter):

The scheme shall provide for the investigation by a qualified independent television
engineer of any complaint of interference with television reception at a lawfully
occupied dwelling (defined for the purposes of this condition as a building within Use



Classes C3 and C4 of the Use Classes Order) which lawfully exists or had planning
permission at the date of this permission (and also any lawfully occupied visitor
accommodation, including camping and caravan parks which lawfully exist or have
planning permission at the date of this permission),

In the Pre-Application Consultation Report submitted for this application in the table at part 6.1 on page
11 Chapter 6 - Responses from Members of the Public, on page 14 the developers state “The Applicant
has no objection to suitable planning conditions relating to noise monitoring and television signal.”. I am
not aware of any conditions of planning relating to this current proposal being already agreed by the
Local Authority and Rhoscrowther wind farm therefore I would like to ask if you would please
recommend the same, conditions of planning regarding noise and tv signal for this application as the
ones that were agreed upon in the previous application, in order to protect my home and business as
well as the homes and businesses of others. For reference I have attached the previous conditions of
planning below which were agreed upon by the parties previously and I have highlighted in yellow the
wording and figures which I feel are essential to any current conditions of planning.
As part of the site visits for both of the previous inquiries the Inspector kindly visited my campsite and
the properties at Newton and I would like to ask for you to please visit my campsite and the properties
at Newton for this current application too.

I hope that you will recommend refusal of this current application.

Yours faithfully,

R. J. Lewis

Previously agreed conditions of planning -
Inspector’s Report, reference number: APP/N6845/A/15/3025045

Page 79 - 80
16. Prior to the erection of any wind turbine a scheme providing for the post-development
investigation and alleviation of any interference to television reception caused by the
operation of the turbines shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the local
planning authority.
The scheme shall provide for the investigation by a qualified independent television
engineer of any complaint of interference with television reception at a lawfully
occupied dwelling (defined for the purposes of this condition as a building within Use
Classes C3 and C4 of the Use Classes Order) which lawfully exists or had planning
permission at the date of this permission (and also any lawfully occupied visitor
accommodation, including camping and caravan parks which lawfully exist or have
planning permission at the date of this permission), where such complaint is notified
to the developer by the local planning authority within 24 months of the first export
date.
The qualified television engineer shall prepare a report, with proposed
recommendations, to be submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning
authority within one month of the written confirmation of the complaint by the local



planning authority and where impairment is determined by the qualified television
engineer to be attributable to the development, recommendations in the report shall
include mitigation works and a timescale for such works which shall then be carried
out in accordance with the scheme which has been approved in writing by the local
planning authority.
Reason: In the interests of amenity of nearby residents.

Page 81
21. Following the procedures and protocols set out in the Institute of Acoustics document
"A Good Practice Guide to the Application of ETSU-R-97 for the Assessment and
Rating of Wind Turbine Noise", the level of noise emissions from the wind turbines
hereby permitted shall not exceed:
at any dwelling without a financial interest in the scheme, the greater of 35dB
L90,10min or 5dB above the LA90 background noise level at wind speeds not
exceeding 10 metres per second at a height of 10m above ground level; or
at any dwelling with a financial interest in the scheme, the greater of 40dB
L90,10min or 5dB above the LA90 background noise level at wind speeds not
exceeding 10 metres per second at a height of 10m above ground level.
For the avoidance of doubt, for the purposes of this condition “dwelling” shall refer to
any residential property, including to the boundary of the curtilage, lawfully existing,
or with the benefit of planning permission, at the date of this permission.
Reason: To ensure the amenity of local residents is protected.


